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ABSTRACT

The history of modern wide-field, high-speed catadioptric lenses is reviewed. Olle
system comprising only spherical curves and representative of the current art for
low-light-level systems is evaluated and used as a baseline design in a weight-
reduction study.

Five aspheric designs are computed and evaluated. It is found that the use of
aspherics will permit weight reduction only in certain instances, i.e., if one element
of an all-spherical design can be eliminated or if a fundamentally different configura-

tion that is possible only with aspherics is substituted for the all-spherical configura-
tion. Of these possibilities, the elimination of an element is the best replacement for

the baseline design.
The case of a highly constrained, purely refractive triplet is studied in some detail.

Four designs are computed-from the all-spherical case to the most complex poly-
nomial aspheric. It is found that, if only conic aspherics are employed, significant
improvement can be okained and the problems involved are sensibly the same as
those in all-spherical designs. When complex aspherics are applied, the problem be-
comes surprisingly difficult, and there is some indication that a computer can deal
with it better than can a human lens designer.
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1M. A

I. INTRODUCTION

The vast majority of lenses have curves that are sections of spheres and conse-
quently are termed "spherical." These have the practical advantage of being
producible by the motions of simple machines that combine sliding and rotating
movements. In the broadest sense, any lens that is not spherical could be called
"asphcrical" or simply "aspheric." However, designers reserve these terms to denote
a deliberate optical surface that is a figure of revolution about its axis or centerline.
An example is the parabolic mirror used in observatory telcscopes. Some lenses have
more than one axis of symmetry; eyeglasses used to correct astigmatism are a well-
krown example. In this report, we shall be concerned only with single-axis curves.

Some useful aspherics differ so slightly from a perfect spherical surface that they
are completely imperceptible to the eye, while others are so pronounced that their
distortions are not only visible but can be felt as ripples. For our purposes, even
these heavy aspherics must be produced to optical precision, often to an accuracy
(in depth) of only a few millionths of an inch.

It is widely known that aspherics allow optical improvement in catadioptric
lenses, but little is knowoi about theii usefulness in reducing the weight of compact,
Cassegrain-like designs of moderate aperture. The primary purpose of this report is
to show that a substantial weight reduction over a fully optimized, all-spherical
catadioptric lens can be obtained. Therefore, we have chosen a night-vision telescope
for our study.

Night-vision telescopes operate under conditions of exceedingly poor illumination,
sometimes only with starlight. These telescopes consist of a light-collecting objective
that forms an image on the photocathode of an electronic ima'e sacniifier, whose
output phosphor screen is viewed with an eyepiece.

Compared with an ordinary telescopL. the night-vision telescope has a greatly
superior quantum efficiency and broader spectral response of the image intensifier's
photocathode. It may be twenty times more sensitive than the human retina; there-
fore, much more information can be obtaired from any given beam of light.
Secondly, even a simple intensifier increases the image brightness more than fifty
times. Consequently, the night-vision telescope gives a bright image with far more
information (not necessarily resolution) than any optical telescope. Also, the diam-
eter of the exit pupil (Ramsden disk) is not related to the aperture of the objective;
therefore, the power can be made very low for a bright, wide-field image. In an
optical telescope, the exit pupil's diameter is always the objective aperture divided



by the telescope's magnification. Consequently there is a lower limit on magnifica-
tion below which no further brightening of the image can be obtained. For a given
quality level, as the magnificatiin increases, so must the aperture and focal length of
the objective.

Night-vision telescopes come in a variety of sizes from very small to quite huge.
For hand-carried units, 4-in. apertures present no serious restrictions on the type of
objective used. Even purely refractive lenses are not prohibitively heavy or awkward.

If th., aperture is 12 in. or more, sheer bulk relegates it to motorized transportaiion
or permanent installation, so again we are not preoccupied with the exact nature of
the objective.

The 6-in.- to ! 2-in.-aperture refractive lenses are too heavy to be portable. How-
ever, lenses of proper catadioptric form can be carried by two men. Consequently,
we have selected an 8-in.-aperture field instrument for out aspheric weight-reduction
study.

We are interested in a comparative study using the Shenker all-spherical lens as an
arbitrary standard. This catadioptric lens, designed by M. Shenker of Farrand Optical
Company, comprises all-spherical optics: three large lenses, two small, and a single
mirror. It is of Cassegrain form, with the secondary reflector coated on one of the
natural curves of the correcting lenses. To our knowledge, this 8-in.-aperture lens at
f/1.25 is one of the best available. We do not propose to achieve a fully-optimized
design because it could be prohibitively expensive. We conclude that the use of as-
pherics will allow a significant reduction in the weight of a moderate-aperture, high-

speed catadioptric lens of Cassegrain form.
A further objective has been to design a highly constrained air-spaced triplet

refractor in various ways. When the degrees of freedom are limited, and the iris
position is fixed, the base design has only one optimum solution. Cornsequently, any-
thing beyond an optimized all-spherical solution can be attributed only to the influ-
ence of asphericity.
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II. HISTORY OF CATADIOPTRIC DESIGN

The history of the catadioptric lens is difficult to trace although certainly its
most spectacular introduction was when Bernard Schmidt finished a 14-in. camera
ir 1930. Using only a single aspheric plate and a spherical mirror, for the first
time he was able to photograph wide fields perfectly free of the coma that af-
flicted other telescopes of that time.

Lens designers immediately grasped the principle and translated it into all-
spherical designs of comparable performance but of greater size and weight.

Sonnefeld designed a compact system with only three elements at f/0.6. Hough-
ton, working on similar principles, but independently of Sonnefeld, designed all-
spherical systems for use by the Royal Air Force that were intended specifically
to replace the impractically difficult Schmidt.

With the conclusion of World War II, Maksutov and Bouwers announced their
discovery of the .nearly concentric lens, which is another practical substitute for the
Schmidt. Strangely, although the Sonnefeld-Houghton systems are easier to build
and are well corrected, nearly all subsequent effort was devoted to improving the
Maksutov-Bouwers type of design, frequently with the addition of an aspheric plate
to supplement the nearly concentric lens. Baker's Super-Schmidt may be looked
upon as a synthesis of the Schmidt and concentric systems. Then, in the 1960's,
Shenker introduced the Houghton system in a Cassegrain form with external image
and field lenses. This is still one of the most practical and highly corrected large-

aperture all-spherical lenses. Many aspheric designs are based on this concept, nota-
bly a Perkin-Elmer lens with an aperture of nearly 14 in.

Examples of the progress of catadioptric design are shown in the following draw-
ings, which are excerpts from the patent literature. Most recently, designs using
Mangin mirrors have been introduced. Generally these are improvements on earlier,
lower relative aperture designs such as Mandler's.

Catadioptric design is based on the .ame underlying principles as ordinary optical
design although it is greatly complicated by the constant danger of excessive ob-
structions of the light path. However, the mirror is valuable because it has an
effective refractive index of 2.0 and causes n'o dispersion of the light. Generally the
obstruction problem is so great that catadioptrics are of fairly low optical sophistica-
tion by comparison with a modem lens. Most designs rely heavily on the principle
of optical symmnetry as a means of dealing with aberration. As with ordinary lenses,
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catadioptrics do not assume arbitr,.-y configurations. A blindfolded approach to
their design would be no more effective than it is with lenses.

Perusal of the U.S. patent literature provides somo general feeling for the capabili-
ties of each configuration. Frequently the principles of one design ca•i be incorpo-
rated into those of another, and we can obtain an improved design z.uited to our
purposes.

In the following pages, we will exa-nine certain representative patents that have
features useful in a fast, wide-fieldf catadiuptric lens.

USP 2,448,699 1948
Bouwers has been ý;' most pro-

lific designer in the catadioptric j 5]
field and is an original inventor of
high-speed de-igns. The accompa-
nying figure shows a number of
basic iC,.is synthesized into a sin-
gle de,".a. The original Schmidt

camer', . d old) an a;,heric plate
at !hj. oer 'f cur,,.vwr• of a
spheric, .;'ror. A conc tric ".zns
(center u• ,,vatu,': at ';,a .:-'i -
m irro r) I -' fie ld L o rre .n." :i -.p a-
rable to tha" at the a.- v"'t it is
uncorrected for axial .o:or. An
achromatizt.. concentric lens cor-
rects the axial color. By combining
a Schmidt pl ". with such a lens,
it is possible to eliminate zonal
spherical aberration of !!e concen-
tric lens and to offset its sphero-
chromatism. In this patent, .

Bouwers claims from 10 to 300
times improvement (depending on
the field of view) over an ordinary
Schmidt at :.'1.5. A substantial but A. Bouwers, Patent 2,448,699 "Schmidt type
lesser gain is still obtained at image former with negative meniscus lens

spherical aberratimn corrector." Filed Decem-
f/0.65. ber 18, 1945, dated September 7, 1948.

The advantage of the concentric
camera (or nearly concentric in f3i:
case of the achromatic Bouwers. t•r Maksutov, telescope) is that all correction is carried
on a single lens, which is usually spherical. Once made, it is relatively insensitive to fail-
ure. However, it is not effective unless asslst -d o,, aspherics at speeds in excess of f/2
and therefore is not well suited to Cassegcain-like arrangements. For some desig'.ers, it
is an inefficient application of glass to achieve the desired end.

The lens' mechanical strength makes it a fine window that will survive much
abuse. The advantages of the Schmidt plate are many: its light weigt, the fact that
temperature changes do not affect focus position (except for aberration), and its
tremendous effectiveness over small fields of view.

4
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USP 2141,884 1938
Sonnefeld4  while undoubtedly im-

pressed by ipe invention of his country- ,l .

man, Schmidt, was no* content mnrely to I
translate the latter's instrument into an
all-spherical equivalent. Here, both crown
and flint glass are combined with a perma- do

nently protected back-surface (Mangin)

reflector to achieve a speed of ff0.6 with

a field of -10°. 7'he principles intrinsic to Lf x

this rem,.- ., Ae design, which are more a

subtle than those of the Schmidt, recur

often in later art. This is perhaps the most

ingenious and farsighted of all catadioptric A. SonnefeldFatent 2,141,884 "Photograph-ic objective." Filed• November 5, 193 1, dated

patents. Of particular importance is the December 27,193Rusembf.the an3inmirted

use of the Mangin mirror.4

USP 2,336,379 1943

By compromising fNeld correction, a

Cassegrain form of the Schmidt is ob-
tained. Since the final speed is lower than

the mirror's speed, Warmisham achroma-

tized the aspheric plate to keep color

within reasol. The advantage of such a -

design is that it is the lightest possible one A4/s-A$

offering a significant focal length. Mechan- ZJ /
ically, the plates need only be thick

enough to survive the environment, and the

nirror may be reduced to a very thin con- A. Watmisham, Patent 2,336,379 "Optical

dition. Such designs are limited principally systems." Filed May 22, 1941, dated Decem-

by oblique aberrations, which are partially berT7,1943.

corrected with small lenses near the focus.

In our study we investigated several varia-

tions that gave encouraging results.

USP 2,3.50,112 1944

This design was invented with- 02
out prior knowledge of the Sonne- 3I
feld work. Because England was S .-

faced with a shortage of skilled la-

bor, Mr. Houghton deliberately 1s

sought a mea-s of rmplacing the

Schmidt plate with more easily

made spherical lenses. This ex- /I

ample is for a speed of f/0.6. For

a speed of f/2, another design re- J. L. Houghton, Patent 2,350,112 "Lens

quires only two lenses. Mr. Hough. system." Filed March 2, 1942, dated May 30,

tor, has recently developed an 1944.



analytical treatment of compound (i.e., with a secondary reflector) multilens designs

(private communication 1971).
Applying aspherics to the outer lenses of the triplet corrector allows almost per-

fect elimination of oblique as well as axial aberration. In fact, using only spherical
curves, an improvement over the true Schmidt can be obtained, The use of a three-
element corrector is a fundamental advance in the art of catadioptric design that we
utilize in modem optical designs.

USP 2,509,554 1950

Maksutov and Bouwers made it clear that any number of concentric lenses sur-
rounding the aperture stop could be used because each element allows further im-
provement in correction. This figure shows how a detector could be used with a
fo'ding flat if the prime focus were unsuitable. The famous Baker Super-Schmidt
resembles this design but with in aspheric doublet at the stop position for reasons
likc those discussed in the Bouwers design. The present design is monochromatic
be~ause no means for correcting color are shown. Wynne also gives examples with
spiit elements and various bendings and power distributions for better correction.

•rA
C. G. Wynne, Patent 2.509,554 "C.atadi-
optric system with correcting lens means."
Filed April 21, 1947, dated May 30, 1950.

USP 2.701.983 1955

The Maksutov-Bouwers Cassegrain can be supplemented with field elements to
deal with oblique aberrations. The use of a reflecting secondary coating on the lens
is a simplification attributed to John Gregory, for whom the Gregory-Maksutov
telescope is named.

The most important feature of the design is the use of field lenses. The increasing
use of such elements is noted in more modern designs. They allow more freedom in
choice of mirrors because lenses can be used to flatten the field. They also provide
additional control of astigmatism. Usually at least two such lenses are required if
lateral color is to be corrected.

6
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F. G. Back et al., Patent 2,701,983 "Cata-
dioptric telephoto systems." Filed Novem-
ber 25, 1953, dated February 15, 1955.

USP 3,022,708 1962

This is the design for the Baker-Nunn satellite tracking camera. It has a speed of
f/I with an aperture of about 24 in. All four inside curves have aspheric figures. The
salient feature here is the use of three significantly spaced correcting lenses that, as
in the Houghton design, allow correction of oblique aberration. This design is
accomplished with the aspheric figures whereas Houghton uses the bendings of his
spherical lenses. We suggest a Cassegrain version of this design for future research if
higher correction is required.

I a M
J. G. Baker, Patent 3,022,708 "Correcting
optical system." Filed December 16, 1957,
dated February 27, 1962.

7



USP 3.326,621 1967

The use of a Mangin mirror has already been mentioned in Sonnefeld's design. An
early application of such an element is in Schupmann's !899 patent (USP 620,978),
Nygorden and Mandler (see below) both make use of t;, color-con'ective effective-
ness of the Mangin. The theoretical advantage of this configuration is a very small
camera diameter without vignetting and without the usual color of a lens. This is
obtained because the light converges to the primary, and only one type of glass is
used. In principle, this is one of the most desirable of all possible configurations for
our purposes. However, some years ago we studied such an approach and found that
the positive objective lens w;,• doing so much "work" that the over-all correction
was poor. To a certain extent, the use of field lenses and an aspheric should improve

the situation.

-•..-z. -•.
• •....••

P..1. Berggren de Nygorden. Pate,,
3,326,b21 "('atadioptrtc imaging syst¢,ns.'"
Fried January 19. 19e1, dated June 20,
1967

USP 2.817. 270 1957

This design is suitable only for ¢isual use because of an intrinstcallx large obwura-
tion due to the baffling problem, it has the adv:mtage of an erect image when used
with an eyepiece. One might use relay optics rather than relying solcl.x on large
len,•s or field elements. Unfortunately. we mw no way to incorporate such prin-
ciples into our effort because of the exce:;sively large field of view. For very large
designs, relay optics offer substantial weight reduction when a large aperture is the
principal concern.
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W. Mandler, Patent 2,817,270 "Telescope
objective systems." Faied December 12,
1955, dated December 24, 1957.

USP 2.730.013 1956
This design is of considerable interest. Both reflectors are Mangin mirrors. They

scatter less light than a first-surface mirror and of course are permanently protected.
While the use of a diverging front lens suggests that such a design would be compar-
atively long, the positive-lens-shaped primary mirror offsets most of this disadvan-
tage. A diverging objective such as this is very effective for the correction of spheri-
cal aberration; the first-order layout favors the correction of oblique aberrations. it
is, in that sense, a "natural design." This particular design, with an aperture of 4 in.
at f/8, is diffraction-limited on a 35-mm format; the lens may be opened to f/5.6
without losing its usefulness for a 35-mm camera. Indeed, lenses of this type are
being marketed at very low cost by the Japanese (Vemar is one), which attests to its
ease of fabrication and reliability.

W. Mandler, Patent 2,730.013 "Reflecting
lens objective." Filed August 30, 1951,
dated January 10, 1956.

9



Baffling is easily achieved thanks to the divergent front lens, which allows the
obscuration to be less than that in zero-power corrector groups. Its drawbacks are
that good-quality glass is required, light weighting cannot be carried too far, ar'd a
Mangin mirror is affected more by temperature changes than an ordinary mirror.
Balancing this is a very high degree of correction obtained with a small number of
elements; whether this is enough to justify its use remains to be decided.

USP 2,761,354 1956

Acht may have been the first to suggest the use of a complex Mangin secondary
mirror to correct a large, simple primary mirror (USP 1,967,214 1934), but Steglich
seems to be the first to patent a usable design. P. P. Argunov modified the secon-
dary (Russian Author's Certificate No. 158697) in 1962 for an f/8 system with an
air-spaced Mangin. Several designs with apertures to 16.7 in. have been successfully
built.

Using only a doublet secondary and a first-surface mirror, it is not possible to
obtain a wide field. There are not enough degrees of freedom to eliminate the basic
aberrations. If an aspheric plate were added, we would have enough freedom to
eliminate basic image defects. To a lesser efficiency, the use of field lenses would
work, but secondary spectrum is still a serious defect. To overcome this, Wilkinson
used .', achromatic secondary Mangin to collimate the light, then with a suitable
achromatic positive lens placed near the primary mirror, formed a flat image that
can now be well corrected. If the powers of the two achromats are properly chosen.
color is self-cancelling This is identical in concept to the Schupmann telescope,
which uses balanced positive and negative singlets to the same end. One of the major
problems with Wilkinson's lens is that the collimated light condition causes a very
large obscuration if the field is significant. Designs using a field lens that minimizes
vignetting arm described by Buchroeder (USP 3,529.888).

The advaatages of these designs are low cost, simplicity, light weight. and a small
tube diameter. It seems logical to utilize sonic of the features of a complex secon-
dary corrector and those of a Schmidt to minimize the size and weight, and possibly
to reduce the difficulty caused by normally strong asphericity.

K. Steglich, Patent 2,761,354 "'Cassegramn
mirror lens objective." Filed April 19, 1954.
dated September 4. 1956.

10



BP 1,068,028 1967
It was not possible to find an example in the U.S. literature, but in Britain we

find a Schmidt design that is more compact. Here, we have a spherical mirror and
field lenses. Baker and Wynne studied the case with a parabolic mirror, hoping to
convert ordinary telescopes. Rosin advocated hyperboloidal primaries for smaller
designs because these could be more highly corrected.

Prime focus placement of the detector allows a minimum sized obscuration, wider
field, and always a higher degree of optical correction. The Cassegrain designs are
difficult to baffle and are used solely for external positioning of the detector.

Eric Braithwaite, British Patent 1,068,028.

Filed August 31, 1964, dated May 10O, 1967. •

USP 3,119.892 1964
Shenker's modern catadioptfic is related to the Sonnefeld-Houghton systems but

with the additional advantage of compactness made possible through the efficient
use of complex, full-aperture correcting lenses. In the Cassegrain form, it is shorter
than its equivalent focal length, which is highly desirable in a lightweight lens. Both
lenses are made of the same type of glass, which eliminates secondary spectrum, but
superior monochromatic correction can be achieved by mixing glass types. In some
cases, as we found, the secondary color of a two-glass design is substantially I"•
than the spherochromatism of a single-Wlass design.

Our best designs in this study were of asphefic form, using both crown and fli||a
glass, and closely resembling in appearance the Shenker designs. Our aspheric depth =
was on the order of 1/8 in. showing clearly that no mere "touch-up" of a spherical _
design was obtained. If we separate the aspheric deformation from the spherical
vertex curvature, we have Schmidt correctors superimposed on a spherical design. "
The nodes of the spherical lenses do not coincide with the asphericities, and conse-
quently we have the effect of a correcting system composed of more than two
elements. The importance of this was mentioned in discussing the Houghton and
Baker designs.

(11
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L FIG. I ,

Ip.

FIG. 2

M. Shenker, Patent 3,119,892 "Catadioptric
system." Filed July I, 1960, dated January
28. 1964.

lISP 3.252,373 1966
When three lens correctors are employed, a general study can proliferate into a

massive collection of optical types. Shenker delivered a paper at the 1961 October
Optical Society of America meeting in which he compared the correction with three
lenses versus two. The advantage seemed partly due to "splitting" elements so that
better zonal correction could be achieved. But the use of three significantly spaced
elements adds an important dimension to the ability to correct oblique aberrations.

When we added general asphericity to a representative spherical design of this
class, so great was the optical improvement that we immediately decided to go to a
"two-element corrector. At that point, the importance of having three correcting ele-
ments was not fully appreciated. As it turned out, we were quite successful with
only two lenses. it may be, however, that it was a heavyhatded solution with need-
lessly deep asphericity. Possibly, if only three weak aspheric lenses were used, the
curves would have been less extreme and the asphericity much milder, perhaps out
of proportion to any effects due to splitting.

12
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IV. LENS DESIGN PROGRAMS

While certain calculations in the dcsign of a lens can be made on a desk calcu-
lator, or even with a slide rule, nearly all modern lenses are designed with sophisti-
cated computer programs by a process of successive iteration. Two separate design
programs were used in this study. All computing was done on the University of
Arizona CDC 6400 computer on whose disk and tape files we have stored ACCOS-
IV and GREY.

ACCOS-I V

This commercially available program may be purchased as a basic package from
Scientific Calculations, Inc. (Rochester, N.Y.). Our version has been modified exten-
sively over the years to suit a diversity of needs here at the University. A new
program, ACCOS-V, should eventually replace ACCOS-IV, but it was not Zvailable at
the time of the study.

Originally we intended to perform the design study using only ACCOS because it
is easy to use and the designers are very experienced with it. Unfortuunately, while it
works quite well on "gentle" optical designs, it proved less than satisfactory for the
extremely fast Cassegrain designs we required. We encountered a great deal of diffi-
culty in making a rough design converge to a good one because successive iterations
changed too fast for its assumption of linearity to apply. By the time damping could
be applied, the basic design had diverged to a much worse one. The method of
strictly damped least squares in the optimization mode was not only ineffective in
this program but was excessively expensive since convergence (once obtained) was
too slow. It became clear after a very short time that if we persisted in using
ACCOS, we would soon deplete our computing fund.

While this program was abandoned as a design tool, its evaluation routines were
used exclusively. It has one of the most complete and easy to use evaluation pack-
ages known to us. Because it can be linked directly to a computer plotter, it greatly
aided in presenting lens drawings and aberration plots.

GREY
We obtained a copy of this program through a special agreement with David Grey

Associates (Waltham, Mass.). It is now available to the public on the CDC

16



Cybernet system. Its users are few and seem to consist mainly of professional lens
* designers faced with desperately difficult design problems. Originally the program

was not intended to be made commercially available, but Mr. Grey was prevailed.
upon by a number of people to share his private program. Since it is basically a
personal program undergoing constant revision, little attention has ever been given to
making its use convenient. Its input is very brief, its output very concise. Neither,
unfortunately, is self-evident nor fully documented.

The GREY program, once successfully entered (therein lies Ohe challenge!), vir-
tually makes the designer superfluous. It is almost human (if not superhuman) in the
way it appraises the progress of its work, makes compensations, and ultimately pro-
ceeds to the sort of design that was requested from it. While the ACCOS piogram
required interminable nursing to get anywhere at all with these designs, GREY was
able to accept even the most primitive starting points and come up with quite
usable, if not optimized, designs. Indeed, the problem when using GREY is not
designing a lens; it is getting the program to run! If it were not for its exasperating
peculiarities, it no doubt would be the most popular lens design program available.
It can be said quite truthfully that without the GREY program, it would have been
impossible to obtain the number of aspheric designs that are the basis of this report.

As already mentioned, evaluations were performed using the ACCOS routines.
GREY is not linked to our plottei here, and its automatic line-plots are not con-
veniently transposed to pictorial form for a report.
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V. OPTICAL TOLERANCES

The primary purpose of establishing a set of tolerances for a lens is to enable it to

be produced as quickly and cheaply as possible, consistent with its optical perfor-
mance requirements and delivery schedules. Obviously, the better a lens is made, the
better it will perform. It is equally obvious that there are practical limits in the
fabrication process, and a perfect lens has not yet been built. It is the lens designer's
job to see that the relative importance of each parameter is made knowp to produc-
tion engineers, and to assist in making any necessary adjustments to the elements.

One method of tolerancing an optical design is as follows. Alter each parameter
by a small amount, perhaps by an anticipated amount of fabrication error. Now,
either by aberration theory or with exact rays, determine the effect on the image.
Reset the lens and alter another parameter, repeating the process for all potentially
variable parameters. We catalog this information, and finally, on the assumption that
the tolerable errors should be distributed uniformly, we can divide the total toler-
able error by some number (usually the square root of the number of potential
variabhs), and this is the allowable error for each parameter. While simple in con-
cept, this suffers from the reality that errors are rarely distr;buted at random. In

general, for example, the conventional production of lenses results in concave sur-
faces being too strong, convex being too weak, ard lenses being too thick. Thus,
there is a systematic error rather than a random one. Furthermore, some errors such
as centration in aspherics are more difficult to control than others, so a nonuniform
distribution of toleiable errors is allowed. A

Consider a singlet some place in a complex optical system, with arbitrary marginal
and principal rays traversing it. One can compute the Seidel aberrations from these,
and it will be found that, in general, if the marginal ray strikes farther from the axis
than the principal ray, _ien the aperture-sensitive errors will do.ninate the field-
sensitive ones. The opposite is true, generally, if the role of the :atys is reversed. It
occurs that for nondecentered errors, which are directly related to the nominal ray
paths. a change in parameter will usually affect the aberration that has the highest
surface contributions. Exceptions to this rule are aplanatic surfaces including those
where one ray passes precisely through its vertex. Thus, by a cursory study of the
paraxial ray path we can predict the nature of aberration caused by parametric er-
ror. The relative ray heights further give an immediate indication of the required
regularity on each surface.
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Tilting a lens is similar to decentering it. The "wedge" in a spherical lens is
directly related to its decentration and focal length. The case of a conic is more
complex, as is that of a general aspheric. The effect in the case of either decentra- I
tion ot tilt is to offset the optical axis and redirect it through subsequent elements.
Optically, the decentered lens causes the former axis of the optical system to showI field aberrations, nonsymmetric with respect to the former center of the field.
Subsequent lenses, since their ray paths have been altered, will likewise exhibit
altered aberrations.

The study of tilt and decentration in an optical system is not well defined, andis the lens designer must have the great.est possible accuracy in these errors simply
because they are the most complex with which to deal. Generally, errors of decen-
tration can be partially compensated by rotating elements in their cells until the
combined effects of several imperfect lenses give an optimized image. It is believed
that this has never been fully programmed into a computer, but it is a standard
practice in the assembly of complex lenses.

The effect of tilting conic or aspheric mirrors on their vertices is not difficult to
compute. The single surface and lack of transfer equations make it a simple matter
to redefine the axis and compute asymmetric parabasal abenations about the new
axis. The Schiefspiegler telescope takes advantage of this theory in order to achieve
an off-axis telescope that is corrected by balancing the parabasal aberrations of
several tilted elements. No complete theory yet exists, however, to :Teat the "field"
of a system in which this is done.

We are now in a position to discuss, but not prescribe, tolerances on our
lightweight lens study designs.

.I[I
rI

4
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VI. CATADIOPTRIC DESIGNS

The optical specifications for five different aspheric catadioptrics are presented on
the following pages. All optical surfaces are described by

z Rg+ I )(y2 /R 2 )]% + Dy4 + Ey6 + Fys +Gy1 0 ,

where z is the sag or coordinate of the surface along the optical axis with respect to

the surface's vertex (where the surface crosses the axis); R is the vertex radius of
curvature (infinite for , plane); K is a number that describes a conic surface, being
zero for a sphere, -1 for a paraboloid, and with other values to describe any conic
of revolution; and D through G are the polynomial aspheric coefficients that are
used to define a complex optical surface like the Schmidt lens.

In scaling a lens design up or down, attention must be givcn to scaling the
polynomial coefficients. The scaling factors are not linear but vary according to the
exponent of y for that term.

In this report, all design dimensions are in millimeters. Unless otherwise specified,
the K and polynomial coefficient values are assumed to be zero.

The five aspheric catadioptrics are to be compared with the baseline lens designed
by M. Shenker of Farrand Optical C-.ampany. This lens is a production item and is
one of the best commercially available lenses of this size and speed. Each design is
described with rayfan aberration plots. Obscural.on and vignetting, which obscure
part of the fans, are not shown. All designs hNve appioxirrately a 5017c (diameter)
obscuration, and, ideally, none should vignette.

Despite the attractiveness of spot diagrams. MTF curves, and related means of
describing a finished lens, only transverse ray intercept plots are used 'o any extent
in designing and appraising the progress of a lens. This method has several advan-
tages: we can see where the rays are coming Irom, pupil aberrations are noted by
slope errors, and the shape and slope of the plot tell the nature of the aberration as
well as its magnitude. The effect of vignetting is easily understood in terms of these
plots.

The following drawing shows what a transverse ray intercept aberration plot is.
We would actually be interested in rays passing through every point of the entrance
pupil, but, generally, sufficient information is gained by tracing fans of rays iH two
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mutually perpendicular planes. The one shown is the "meridional" (cr tangential)
plane, while the one perpendicular to it is known as the "sagittal" plane. Generally,
rays in the sagittal plane are well behaved. The rays in the tangential plane need
thlow no symmetry and can be very complex in an aspheric lens. We can assu:le that
the rays in some intermediate plane will be no worse than those in the two planes
traced. (Occasionally, this is a poor assumption.)

Pupilna Pan
Pupil

Transverse Aberration Plots Transverse Ray Intercept

The ray passing through the center of the pupil, if it reaches the extreme field of
view, is known as the "principal" (or chief) ray. Any other central ray can be con-
sidered a fractional principal ray. Its intercept height is on the image plane, which
we take as the paraxial focal plane. The intercepts of the other rays, with respect to
this intercept, are then plotted versus the height of the ray on the entrance pupil.
The abscissae are pupil heights, y, while .he ordinates are Ah' or h'. We can also
plot the slopes of the emerging rays versus Ah', which strictly speaking, is the best
way. If we plot pupil height versus Ah', the pupil information is concealed.

Similarly, sagittal fans can be traced and their intercepts plotted. With the slope
plotted against the intercept, these are termed (Z'-tanV') curves. It is only neces-
sary to trace half a fan because it shows an inverted mirror symmetry.

Some designers prefer to plot the sagittal data icparately from the tangential.
Consequently the two are not confused, especially when a computer is used to plot.
However, it is hard to compare the two curves because their relative rotation is an
important factor in determining their optimization. In this report, we have super-
imposed the two curves; the tangential curves are drawn solid, and the sagittal curves
have dashed lines.

Interpretation of the intercept plots is iot easy, but basically there are three
phenomena to be aware of. First, assuming there is no significant rotation of the
tangential with respect to the sagittal fans, then any general rotation is due to field
curvature. In our study, we are concerned with a flat field, so we must penalize any
rotation that is not common to all fields.
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Second, there are what might be termed symmetrical and nonsymmetrical aberra-
tions. The first, ,.pherical aberration and astigmatism, can be mitigated by selective
refocusing. The others, distortion and coma, are not improved by refocusing.

Ultimately, we ",ant a minimum ray deviation from a common focal position. In
this design study, we have tried to obtain the same degree of correction at the edge :

of the field as nar the axis; more realistically, we woulu emphasize the axial region
si,,e image intensifiers have 'their best resolution there.

•..•have included spot diagrams on the following page for only the all-spherical

baseline design and the first of the Schmidt-Cassegrain designs. These describe, in al
qua'ýtative way, the nature of all the designs. For versions that use large, full-
aperturN correcting lenses, the limiting defects are zonal ripples in the aberration
fans. These can usually be further reduced in the aspheric designs although they are
an intrinsic defect of an all-spherical design. In those designs that use a zero-power,
aspheric plate, the limiting defect is always flare, which is due to the intrinsic
oblique sphericai aberration of these designs. This may be corrected by introducing
compensating axial sphericai aberration in order to obtain a uniform "resolution"
over the entire field. For smaller fields of view, of course, this flare can be elimi-
nated entirely.

We have not plotted the '-'romatic behavior of the designs because they are all
cor;ected for axial and lateral color; an appraisal of the lenses strictly on the basis
of the monochromatic fans is sufficient for comparison. The distortion of all designs
is under 1% and considered negligible for the purpose to which the lens will be
applied. All designs are for a flat, 40-mm-diameter image plane (corresponding to 90
full fiald).

In summary, our best corrected designs use lens correctors that are heavily as-
pheric. The location of the entrance pupil is determined only by vignetting and
obscuration, and it has only a weak effect on the degree of optical correction
cbtainable. The Schmidt-Cassegrain designs are not capable of replacing the all-
spherical design because the oblique spherical aberration is uncorrectable. However.
by using a flat secondary or possibly a concave secondary, the oblique spherical
aberration falls within acceptable limits. Such a design should be capable of replac-
ing the all-spherical design if the image tube is placed inside the lens barrel.

AI'1
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Design I
All-Spherical Baseline Catadioptric Lens

Distance from Axis

0.0 mm lu.Omm 14.0 mm 20.0 mm
(00) (2250) (3.150) (4.500)

P9

8-Inch Aperture
Designed by: M. Shenker f/1.25
Farrand Optical Company 90 Total Field

Design 2
Achromatic Schmidt-Cassegrain Catadioptric Lens

Distance from Axis
0.0 mm 10.0 mm 14.0 mm 20.0 mm

(G0) (2.250) (3.150) (4.500)

"iN .7. ,,rvi

Designed by: R. Buchroeder 8-1nLn Aperture
Optical Sciences Cpnter f/1 25

9) Total Field

Comparison of Optical Correction Obtained
in a Lens Corrector (Spherical or Aspheric)

and in .4 Schmidt Plate
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Design 1
10-Inch f/1.25 All-Spherical Baseline De:ign

Farrand Optica. Company

..%Field

-.05

s .05

EFL = 254.000
Format: 40 mm diameter
Entrance pupil: variable, 0determined by clear apertures, in0,• m eiror

evaluations with first surface -to¢5 0 • ..=
as the stop _.0

Aperture

This 8-in. aperture, f/1.25 catadioptric lens was designed by Martin Sheuiker and is
of the type pro~ecttd by U.S. Patent 3,252,373 (1966). The logic of this configura-
tion is described earlier.

Basically, this is a low-flare, low-resolution lens intended for use with an image
intensifier that might have an optimum resolution of 25 1 p/mm.

Ani appraisal of the ray fans for this design suggested that the defining rays for
GREY must be located near the pupil margins. Improvement was likely to comle by

reducing the zonal er"ror. We rran th baseline design using the optimization rou-
tine. The result was that no significant change was obtained, which confirmed the
fact that we had duplicated th,ý conditions used in its design the first time.

We next added the freedom of aspheric surfaces to the lenses of the baseline
design. The degree of improvement was enormous: a cursory ex :nmation of the
rayfan plots showed that the soot size would diminish by approximately a factor of
three. Relating this to contrast was not done as easily, but it was otvious that the
improvement was more than enough.

The lenses in this design are so thin already that no gain in weight reduction
would be obtained by making them any thinner. Consequently, we decided that the
best way to make progress would be to eliminate at !east one element, apply
aspherics and try again.

First, we eliminated a ',.!ns and after reintroducing power to balance out the pair
of lenses, let the design optimize. It became clear that with only one type of glass,
such a design could not equal the original all-spherical design using three lenses. We
postponed further effort with full-aperture lenses until we had studied the zero-
power Schmidt-Cassegrain designs discussed next.
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Design 2
10-Inch f/1.25 Glass Achromatic

Schmidt-Cassegrain

10 %Fieldj

7 -. - -.IO - -- 10

S.7 " 'tO,

EFL =261 057 .10tO mm error
Format: 40 mm diameter•"'1".u....

Entrance pupil at first surface -0( 0Axis

r-.0

Color correction: d-F-C -. 101 Aperture

SPECIFICATIONS

Surface Radii Thickness or Kappa Index
Airspace Abbe number

1 piano 12.0 
1.517/64.S

2 piano
12.0 

AIR
3 piano 12.0 

1.617/36.6
4 piano 110.0 

kIR
5 -368.9 CONCAVL 1.426553

-98.7 RI:1'l.CTOR
6 -572.1 CONVEX 15.5694198.7 REM'LXIOR7 -112.8025

10.0 1.517/64.S
8 -162.9677

4.0 AIR
9 125.0484 10.0 1.617/36.6

10 S76.fl3S6
7.7331 to Ire

POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS

Surface 1) E r G

1 -2.3792S1"-8 -S.S32991-13 .1.01 2qlE-18 2.S0n011.-22

2 1.644191.-8 3.8158S . 13 -1.07488:-19 -1.58012E 22

3 9.19S401'-9 1.62680).-IN 7.495790:-18 -1.069511:-22
4 -1. 153eL-8 -1.(,16971.-13 -1.45751" 18 t,.42617E-22
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Design 2

The advantage of this configuration is that the weight of the correcting plates can
be reduced virtually to nothing because their thickness is not needed for correction.
It was prn.dicted and verified that oblique spherical aberration would be a limiting
defect.

Under the requirement that the field be uniformly corrected, it is impossible to
compete with the baseline design. However, if the optical degradation (correction) at
the edge of the field is doubled, the axial region becomes essentially perfect, with
the degree of correction falling off parabolically.The secondary dispersion of the achromatic pair is slight and more than competi-

tive with the spherochromatism of the baseline design. Because the plates are close
together, tihe problems of lateral color are eliminated. It would be of interest to
space the plates more widely (in an effort to cope with oblique spherical aberration)
and require the field elements to correct the lateral color.

The curvatures of the primary and secondary mirrors in this design are the same
as those of the all-spherical baseline design. We doubt that altering this configuration
would substantially affect the degree of correction obtained.

Greater emphasis could be placed on the field group lenses to increase the power
of the system and thereby reduce the depth of asphericity on the corrector plates.
While this would complicate the correction of aberration and introduce a problem
with secondary color, it could conceivably reduce the oblique spherical aberration
attributable to the aspheric plates.

Tolerances
The stop is at the first surface, which is an aspheric plate. Tilting this plate has

the effect of introducing "astigmatic" axial aberration. Because the plate is nearly
flat, upper and lower meridians will have similar effects on the axial image, which
can then be expected to show oblique spherical aberration. The effect of decentering
the plate will be to introduce axial coma of the "ordinary" sort. Tilting the flint
plate will introduce more complex aberration because the principal ray intercepts
above the vertex. Since the field of view is small, decentration and tilting of this
lens will produce effects very similar to those of the first plate. If either plate is
tilted or decentered, lateral color on axis will occur. The thickness and spacing of
the plates are of minor importance.

The effect of nonconcentric figuring on the plates will again cause astigmatic
effects on axis. If the figuring is elliptically distorted, then it will resemble the effect
of tilting the plate. In prescribing the figuring, it is desirable to quote the wedge of
the plate plus the local deviations at each zonal radius. It is perhaps best to test the
plate by transmission rather than studying the opposite sides separately.

The primary mirror is an oblate spheroid but with a geometrically mild figuring
(nearly the opposite of a paraboloid of the same relative aperture). If decentered, it

will introduce axial coma. Tilting the mirror will also cause axial coma but in a
different amount. Its separation from the aspheric plates is not critical since the
combination of vlates is afocal. Figuring on the primary mirror will affect field aber-
ration; it should be only a conic and not nulled with .n arbitrary polynomial figure
during fabrication. Its surface figure, in general, must be four times as accurate as
the figuring on the aspheric plates. This is characteristic of any mirror relative to a
refracting surface.
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Primary Mirror 120 Secondary Mirror

1I00 501l

80 40

E E

FotSrae ofCon lt

60 30
'A

40 ~ 20,.

0 0

Vertex radius = 368.90 mm concave 20 N N Vertex radius 572.10 mm convex

sl ss 36tin 90er mm concaveon 
av

Nearest sphere = 357.42 mm Closest sphere =554.97

-150 -100 -50 0 0 5 10 15 20

Stock Removal injum Stock Addition in ion

t Front Surface of Crown Plate

Two fild lns,:sar Closes. fittin spherine on 158. mml margncave nerettee

Soepaigraiong to the ss cotia whia h is alecodang oblemenspheroda mirrophra detheryn

thye position to ovitinal meohos, whcssnitiel depenentrd on itd this wpaing. ere, the

pimary if tield, causesome ies tonbe daistarionead. itoueasal muto x

astigmatism. Their radius and thickness tolerances are not critical.
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Design 3
10-Inch f/1.25 Plastic Achromatic

Schmidt-Cassegrain

/1]

EFL = 260.775
Format: 40 mm diameter
Entrance pupil at first surface
Color correction: d-F-C

SPECIFICATIONS
Surface Radii Thickness or Kappa Index 8

Airspace Abbe number

6.0 1.489/57.4
2 plano

212.0 AIR

12.0 1.590/30.84 piano

110.0 AIP
5 - 3 6 8 .9 c L...c a v e 9 . 1 .2 58 2 4 8 R E L C O- 98.7 REFLECTOR

6 -572.1 convex 13.62809
98.7 REFLECTOR

7 -91.02033

8 -105.9075 8.0 1.489/57.4
4.0 AIR

9 136.8270
9.0 1.590/30.8

10 371.9514 9.9_677, ,to image

POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS

Surface D E F G
-1.29S19L-7 4.602591-12 -6.25840E-16 3.47785E-20

2 -9.16213E-3 7.S2516E-12 -9.00870E-16 4.14632E-20

3 -1.01060L-9 4.S6329L-12 -1.14733E-16 4.53378E-22

4 -1.88492E-8 2.243361:-12 1.92059E-16 -9.42020E-21
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Design 3

The advantage of plastic is its light weight, However, because plastics offer a
smaller difference in Abbe number (relative dispersion number), they are also some-
what less corrected than a similar design using optical glass. To study plastics we
replaced the glass elements of the previous Schmidt-Cassegrain with methyl metha-
crylate crown and polystyrene flint. The GREY program reoptimized to a new
solution without difficulty.

The optical correction is nearly the same as that in the glass design. but not
superior. Consequently, we have not included it in this report.

The shape of the corrector plates is interesting. We do not know whether this was
a coincidental solution, or if it has some deeper significance.

Tolerances

All that has been said of the glass design can be applied to this plastic design. The
heavier aspherics may or may not be a probler.' to fabricate. Because the processes
applicable to working plastic will differ from those of glass, especially in a molding
or replicating process, it is possible that the plastic elements can be produced faster
and more cheaply than their Class counterparts.

The field lenses here are slightly more aberrated than those in the glass Schmidt.
This is perhaps attributable to the lower difference in dispersion between the two
plastics compared with that of the glasses. This is not a particularly important point
because the difficulties of fabrication are very much alike.

Problems intrinsic to plastic will probably make the athermalization of this unit
mandatory for the maintenance of optical correction and focus. Problems that can
be ignored in glass become prominent in plastic since its coefficient of expansion is
some fifty times that of glass.

A hybrid of glass and plastic may be of value here. We have not studied this
possibility since it is fr:irly easy to extrapolate from our all-glass and all-plastiv
designs. Grey pointed out in 1948 that athermalization is frequently made easier if
at least one piece of glass is incorporated in an otherwise all-plastic design.
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Design 4
10-Inch f/1.25 Large Two-Lens

Asheric Catadioptric

- .05 % Field

-10

0-.5

ST -o05

-051

.05 mm errorEFL = 262.974 -• .I ~t
Format: 40 mm diameter Aois

Entrarce pupil 481 mm -05 Aperture
inside first surface
(stop on the secondary mirror)

Color correction: d-F-C
SPECIFICATIONS

Surface Radii Thickness or Kappa Index
Airspace Abbe number

1 232.312 0.233002
30.0 1.517/64.5

2 SS5.777 7.290323
32.2 AIR

3 -2081.74 -110.15267.3 1.b17/36.6

4 1055.84 0.705135
98.7 AIR

5 -472.23 Concave -. 5084125
-94.0 REFLECTOR

6 -1139.28 Convex 90.26734
96.0 REFLECTOR

7 144.241
8.0 1.517/64.5

8 -220.180
1.0 AIR

9 -350.252
0.0 1.617/36.610 481.3•93

27.5142 to Image

POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
Surface D E F G

1 -4.88421E-9 -1 399661-14 -2.67237E-18 -2.31359E-22

2 -6.28203E 10 2.41096E-13 8.86989E-19 1,85455E-23

3 1.29347E-30 8.54184E-16 4.59887E-19 -4..1SS2E-22

4 -1.47967E-9 -1.16150E-13 -2.02789E-17 -6.23,31E-23
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Design 4

Full-aperture corrector groups comprising two or more lenses whose net power is
approximately zero are very effective in dealing with oblique aberration. This was
apparent from consideration of the baseline design. The drawback to this type of
corrector is simply that it is heavy and cannot be made as large as the Schmidt
plate.

One of the three elements from the Shenker baseline design was removed, the
power of the corrector was restored to zero by transferring power to another lens,
and the design was resubmitted to GREY. The solution proved to be quite inferior
to the original, and aspherics could not improve its limiting defect of sphero-
chrornatism. The two lenses became very highly curved and highly aspheric: the
weight of such lenses would have been only a slight improvement over the three
milder lenses used in the Shenker design.

It occurred to us that the negative element was, to a very large extent, working to
balance out the color from the more highly aspheric positive lens, and that if this
were the case, then it should be made of flint rather than crown. It was known that
this would introduce some secondary spectrum, but as long as the net power of the
corrector group was not too great, this should be acceptable. We altered the lens to
include flint, reoptimized, and the results are in this report. Its performance over the
spectral region of interest is superior to that of the Shenker design. The front

elements are large because the aperture stop was located near the secondary reflec-
tor; to avoid vignetting, the lenses must be large. Perhaps the best place for the I
aperture stop is closer to the primary mirror if vignetting is to be a minimum.

The general shape of the aspheric curves of these two lenses is reminiscent of that
of the achromatic Schmidt-Cassegrain. We can subtract the aspheric component of
each element from its vertex curvature and have the computer plot this. Such a plot,
with the aspherics exaggerated slightly as shown below, follows the lens description.
The deformations on the mirrors are almost too slight to be visible, while those on

flint primary

crown

Ssecondary i•- flint

image

Deformations only of large two-lens aspheric catadioptric with 8-in.
aperture, f/1.25, 40-mm flat field (90). The lengths shown are actual
size, the aspherics are double true size, and the diameters are half size.



the plates clearly resemble the aspherics on our Schmidt designs. We might conclude
from this that we have superimposed a Schmidt corrector on a two-lens spherical
corrector. Since the aspheric components are not superimposed on the nodal points
of each lens, we have, in fact, achieved an aspheric two-lens "equivalent" of an
all-spherical three-lens corrector.

Tolerances
In this design the aperture stop is located near the secondary mirror; thus errors

of the large lens will have a greater effect in upsetting field as well as axial correc-
tion. Asphericity i., nearly as severe as that in the achromatic Schmidt. Indeed, when
the deviations from the vertex curvatures of the large lenses are plotted, the defor-
mations very much resemble those of the a-chromatic Schmidt.

If the two aspheric lenses have inaccurate thickness, spacing, or index of refrac-
tion, then spherical aberration and axial color are immediately and predominately
affected. Because they are compensating for the coma of the primary plus secondary
mirror (note that the field lenses are not bent in a manner to greatly affect coma
but rather to approach the typical aplanatic-type bending for a field flattener), tilts
and decentrations will have a greater effect on coma than is the case in the
Schmidt-Cassegrain. Shearing of the aspherics will result in axial coma if the lenses
are decentered and in astigmatic errors if they are "wedged." If they are not per-
fectly concentric, they again have the same effect as caused by tilting a perfect
Schmidt plate.

The production of these lenses to the requisite accuracy is presently beyond the
state of the art, but we expect that our new techniques will allow their fabrication.

The two mirrors have many of the same problems as the mirrors in the achro-
matic Schmidt-Cassegrain; therefore, they will not be discussed further.

The field group of all-spherical lenses of common glass poses a negligible problem
because they are strictly conventional simple lenses. They have a minor amount of
surface contributions; thus they are relatively insensitive to fabrication errors.

Spacings are critical to maintain focus, which at f/1.25 is measured in micro-
meters. Because we use two different glass types, both focus and aberration correc-
tion will vary more than in a one-glass design as temperature changes. It is suggested
that this type of design should be athermalized by a suitable choice of spacer
materials. This problem was treated in part by Grey (J. Opt. Soc. Am. 38(6):542,
1948) and does not seem to be a major, although unusual, one.

2
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Design 5
10-Inch f/1.25 Compact Two-Lens

Aspheric Catadioptric

T .05 %Fi

S. 1.0
7!-.05

T .05

-.05

T .05

EFL = 262.975 .05i
Format: 40 mm diameter mm error

Axis
Entrance pupil at first surface -1.0 " -.
Color correction: d-F-C -. 51 Aperture

SPECIFICATIONS

Surface Radii Thickness or Kappa Index
Airspace Abbe number

1 217 549 -. 157691
30.0 1.517/64.5

2 764.877 1.88594
32.2 AIR

3 471.508 2.73483
7.3 1.617/36.6

4 243.816 0.28281
98.7 AIR

S -472.23 Concave -. 37891
-94.0 REILECTOR

6 -1306.4 Convex 141.535
111. 305 REFLECTOR

7 93.84S7
8.0 1.517/64.5

8 -3793.70
1.0 AIR

9 116.218

10 73.7184 6.0 1.617/36.6

1.7716 to Inage

POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS

Surface D E F G

I -1.0397CE-8 4.12961E-14 -8.S8354E-19 4.11964L-23

2 5.32522E-10 1.75512E-13 2.89774E-18 -1.86086E-22
A

3 -4.38305E-8 1.65339E-13 3.70130E-19 4.90174E-22

4 -5.661541"S -1.3j,9017-13 -1.47361E-17 1.SS162E-21
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Design 5

The only apparent drawback of Design 4 is the large size and weight of its cor-
rector lenses. If the aperture stop is at the first surface rather than at the secondary
mirror, then the size of these lenses is decreased while the diameter of the secondary
must increase if it is not to vignette. Somewhere between these two extremes there
is minimum light loss as a tradeoff between obscuration and vignetting.

Design 5 gave nearly as good an optical correction as in the "easier" design with
the larger correctors. Any intermediate position of the aperture stop would give a
design whose correction should be intermediate in quality between the two designs
we obtained.

It proved more difficult to design this (5) than the preceding version (4). The
computer program showed a great deal of ambivalence in regard to the proper
"bending" for the negative correcting lens. Consequently we had to avoid boundary
violations or undue lengthening of the lens, which would result in excessive vi-
gnetting. We inadvertently neglected to watch the distance from the last field ele-
ment to the focal plane, and, as may be noted, that image plane lies partl) inside
the small lens! This could easily have been corrected without affecting the nature of
the design, but it was not included in the optimization process because we had never
previously encountered difficulty. We stopped at the point shown =-cause the cost
of designing this one version was growing out of all proportion to tile lens's worth.

The corrector bears a resemblance to a split-concentric lens, suLh as those of
Bouwers. This may be a useful observation in prescribing the form similar lenses
should assume.

Tolerances
The compact catadioptric is a variation of the previous design in which the stop

was placed at the first surface. It still has most of the sensitivity of the preceding
designs; thickness of the lenses and their centration are important. It, too, must be
considered at various temperatures, or athermalized. It has the advantage of some-
whaz milder asphericity on the lenses; we do not know whether this is characteristic
of this configuration or merely coincidental. The advantage of a mild aspheric is that
it often can be produced by simpler methods.
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Design 6
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Design 6

The Cassegrain form of the catadioptric is virtually indispensable when the final
image must be external to the lens barrel. Unfortunately, the only optical advantage
is that this configuration helps to obtain a flat field of view; in all other optical
respect- it is an unfavorable form of high-speed catadioptric lens. First, it destroys
the symmetry of the ordinary Schmidt, thereby requiring more elements to achieve
the same degree of aberration correction. Second, becauce the primary mirror is
appreciably faster than the final speed of the system, and because the spherical
aberration to be corrected by the plate is at least the cube of the speed of the
primary mirror, the aspheric plates are much more deformed, and consequently the
residual aberrations are higher. The Cassegrain form is difficult to make to the
necessary accuracy. A considerably improved design is achieved if we abandon the
external image plane and allow the image to fall inside the lens barrel.

By comparing the computer drawing of this design with that of the achromatic
Schmidt-Cassegrain, it is obvious that the depth of asphericity has been reduced by
an order of magnitude. The aberration plots show clearly that this design offers a
superior degree of correction. Because our secondary mirror is flat and undeformed,
i ncline at 450on the aberration anyw r be located without precision. It can also
be inclined at 45* to place the image anywhere along cthe side of the lens barrel. An
array of detectors can then be employed with a single objective. Furthermore, a
complicated baffling system is eliminated because this "Newtonian" form of the
Schmidt design is virtually free of stray light.

Tolerances
One way to reduce surface contributions, and consequently to reduce sensitivity

to fabrication errors, is to use noncontradictory power elements. The "long
Schmidt" does just that. The secondary is plane although it would be better to use a
concave mirror if length were allowed to be longer and the image were placed still
further inside the tube. It is apparent from the scale plot that asphericity is down
from that of the Schmidt-Cassegrain types previously discussed. Thus, all difficulties
with those designs are diminished in this flat secondary design. It is noted that the
optical correction here is superior to that of the Schmidt-Cassegrain designs by per-
haps a factor of 2; this reflects the lower surface contributions that eliminate much
of the zonal aberration. Since only one design was attempted with this first-order
concept, we are reluctant to predict its ultimate potential, but we do feel that it will
be less expensively and more reliably fabricated than its more sensitive counterparts.

4
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VII. AIR-SPACED TRIPLETS

The problem with lens designing, even without aspherics, is to obtain the best
possible configuration with a given number of elements. In complex designs, it is
necessary to use more than the theoretical minimum of three. Then, because tnere
are redundant degrees of freedom, more than one reasonably well-corrected design
will be found, and the designer must decide whether he has discovered a local
minimum (the computer cannot tell and will refuse to budge unless forced to leave)
or if he indeed has the best available design. This judgment is based on knowledge
of prior art, experience, and intuition. Once we add aspherics, the problem becomes
hopelessly complex. Consequently, a study of the effect of a multiplicity of as-
pherics in a complex lens will prove almost nothing except that aspheric lenses can
be better corrected than spherical lenses. For meaningful study, we decided to
examine the case of the air-spaced triplet.

The first air-spaced triplet was designed by H. Dennis Taylor (U.S. Patent 540,122
dated 1895). No other lens has had such an impact on the course of lens design.

The air-spaced triplet is the most fundamental of fully corrected photographic
objectives. Indeed, perhaps all other basic lenses that use "natural" means of correc-
tion can be reduced in principle to the form of a triplet. For example, the popular
Biotar, which con~sts of two singlets and two cemented doublets centered about a
stop, is recognized as equivalent to an air-spaced triplet because the positive air gap
in the middle is equivalent to a negative singlet.

In our study we eliminated redundant degrees of freedom by holding the glass
type, lens thickness, and iris position constant. One optimized design is obtained by
using only spherical curves. Consequently, it is possible 1o discriminate between such
a spherical design and a similar one allowing aspheric curves.

Our designs are presented on the following pages. The nature of correction using
conics is more or less understandable because, being monotonic, a conic has many of
the limitations of a spherical surface.

When general (polynomial) deformations are allowed, the results are not as simple
to interpret. Of particular interest is our complex polynomia! design. An ordinary,
all-spherical lens such as our baseline design gives the best over-all image when its
a3!;gmatism is zero at about 700 full field and its spherical aberration is somewhat
vrdcrcorrected.

In contrast, the spherical aberration of !he highly controlled polynomial aspheric
design is heavily ovwrcorrect. The GREY program elected to keep its astigmatism
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undercorrected and reasonably constant even to the edge of the field. Such behavior
was most unexpected and not at all like that usually obtained in purely spherical
designs.

A further feature of general aspherics is illustrated in this design: they are capable
of giving more than one inflection in the ray fans. Indeed, it is difficult to pull one
part of the fan down without having it bulge out somewhere else. Herein lies the
difficulty of aspheric lens design: the designer must control a very large number of
zones, be careful about interpolation, and exercise considerable judgment as to what
is a good design. For example, the computer can judge quality oniy in terms of
what it is given to control. Using the computer's merit function, in a case like this,
is highly misleading.

The first three designs (7-9) were accomplished on GREY using the same set of
controlled rays. In each case, the fields were weighted equally; therefore we wo lid
expect them to have about the same quality. The limiting control rays were at abo, t
80% of the pupil radius; additioaal flare was not objectively controlled. This is typi-
cal in the design of spherical lenses because they behave in a predictable manner. It
is apparent that the conic lens is a definite improvement over the all-spherical de-
sign; it has a tighter core and less separation of the meridional and sagittal fans. In
eveiy respect, it is well behaved, and targets appropriate to a spherical lens are
applicabie to it.

Now note the first polynomial aspheri" design, which also used the same targets.
Because rays beyond the 80% zone were uncontrolled, we have considerable flare. In
terms of what was requested, however, its core is much superior; indeed, note that
now the Petzval curvature is practically zero. This is not practical in an all-spherical
lens. When general deformations like these are allowed, we must use more rays.

In an effort to control the flare, additional rays were added at the margin. We
had no idea this would cause such a perturbation of the ray fans. Th, nature of the
solution is as different from the previous design as it is from the all-spherical design.

At this point, the cost of computation on the lens was growing in an alarming
fashion, at least as rapidly as the number of additional rays that are required to be J
controlled. We were sufficiently impressed with the peculiarities possible with gen-

eral aspherics that it seemed sufficient to quit here.
Some concluding remarks are in order with regard to the triplets. In general, one

expe-,., finds, and demands that the position of "best focus" nearly coincides with
the paraxial focus. This is observed in the first threc triplets. In the last. however.
the extreme rotation of the transverse ray intercept fans is reminiscent of what
happens in a Schmidt camera. There. the axial fan is perfectly straight, but its
rotation depends on the null zone of the correcting plate. The same thing seems to
be happening here. We must then revise our thinking in order not to be alarmed by
this mnusual occulrrence ill a refractive kets..

This result would not have come to light had the GREY program not been used.
Not only did the lens designer not expect it. but it would have been far more diffl-
cult to achieve with a program like ACCOS. where the designer is forced to make
somi- presumption about where the best focus should lie. Perhaps it was a coinci-
dence, but then perhaps it is something intrinsic to the nature of aspheric optimiza-
tion. We do not know.

Even in so simple a lens as the triplet, we find that we cannot make 'ny generali-
zation ,xcep t that an aspheric lens can be more highly corrected than a spherical
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lens. Obviously, if the same quality as a baseline spherical design is acceptable, then
the size of the aspheric design can be reduced. In a more complex lens form, it
should be possible to eliminate one or more elements due to the powerful degrees of
freedom made available with the aspheric deformations. The matter of color correc-
tion is even more difficult to generalize upon. The paraxial color of any lens is
invariant unless the use of special glass types is possible. However, we should be able
to exercise additional control over spherochromatism.
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Design 724-Inch f/6 All-Spherical Triplet
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Design 8
24-Inch f/6 Conic-Surface Triplet
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Design 9
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Design 10
24-Inch f/6 Complex Polynomial

Aspheric Triplet
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Catadiop trics

For the class of catadioptrics that was stud.ed, the use of aspherics invariably
resulted in greatly improved optical pcrformance. Applying aspherics to the baseline
design at least doubled its optical quality On the other hand, it cannot be said that
by simply adding aspherics (no matter how complex) the weight will be reduced.
This is accomplished only when the aspherics allow the elimination of at least one
major lens, or when an intrinsically lighter aspheric configuration can replace a
fundamentally different all-spherical design.

The Schmidt-Cassegrain configuration is not able to compete with the baseline
design when it is specified that the field be uniformly corrected. We conclude that
these designs are unacceptable.

The aspheric, two-lens crown-flint correctoi designs are optically and physically
competitive with the baseline design. They would provide up to a one-third redtoc-
tion in the weight of the optical glass without reducing the image quality.

The folded Schmidt design, with its image plane falling between the mirrors, is
the lightest possible configuration with satisfactory image quality. It would permit at
least a 500% reduction in the weight of the optical glass required. If the plates were
made of plastic the total weight of the refracting elements would be inconsequential
by comparison with that of the mirrors.

It can be concluded that the Cassegrain form of design with a convex secondary is
an optically difficult situation that could be remedied by the acceptance of a buried
image tube. High voltage on the image intensifier (up to 40 kV) causes coronal
arcing, and the difficulty of field replacement makes a "buried" intensifier unaccept-
able at this time.

Purely Refractive Lenses

The findings are far from conclusive because the behavior of the aspheric air-
spaced triplet is more complicated than we would have expected. When only conic
surfaces were allowed, the design's correction differed in degree, but not in charac-
ter, from a lens designer's extrapolation. The situation was entirely different when
general polynomial surfaces were introduced because the results were contradictory
to expectation. By virtue of using a powerful, unprejudiced computer program we
discovered some of the unexpected peculiarities of such designs.
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While it is risky to generalize from so small a body of evidence, the following
points are noted in regard to all of our triplets.

1. Each design has approximately the same amount of secondary color, even
though the computer automatically tries to minimize this. Consequently, it is
probable that aspherics cannot greatly improve a design that is already limited
by secondary spectrum.

2. When we compare drawings, all the triplets look basically alike. One complaint
the reader can make is that the computer was prejudiced because each triplet
started from i fairly well-corrected prototype of spherical form. Howevei, a
better observation might be that any well-corrected lens, whether aspheric or
not, should have its Seidel aberrations reasonably under control. The require-
ment for a flat field depends on the vertex curvatures and is independent of
asphericity. This would then cause all triplets to be widely spaced. To control

lateral color the front and rear "power" must be balanced in proportion to the
dispersion of the glasses. Consequently, we can make a good case for the
argument that aspheric lenses shout,: !ook like ordinary, spherical lenses.

The designing of an aspheric lens is an expensive and time-consuming task because
controlling only a few zones is insufficient. We must also be open-minded because
the nature of the aberration balances and corrections is not usually the same as that
in a spherical lens, except in the case of conic surfaces.

Aspheric Lenses
As we have shown, it is difficult to conduct a generalized study of the aspheric

lens. Just as we limited ourselves to a single catadioptric aperture and speed that
were of practical importance, we should do the same with the aspheric lens. A
spherical telephoto lens with moderate aperture, wide field, and higher than normal
speed would benefit most from aspherics. If the weight, size, and residual color in
one of these can be significantly reduced, it would find immediate acceptance for
high-resolution aerial photography. Aspherics could mak. a major contribution in
increasing the speed possible in apochromatic lenses.

Plastics

The problem of using plastics in catadioptric designs is fairly well understood and
is not insurniountable if durable plastics, or coatings, can be produced.

There are many purely refractive lenses that cannot be replaced with catadioptric
•!esigns. Some of these with speeds of f/4 and focal lengths of 36 in. or more are
extremely heavy and, of course, expensive. If we could athermalize aberration cor-
rection in a plastic lens, the weight of such a glass lens would be reduced by
two-thirds. Again, there is little prior art. or publication, on athermalization except
for maintenance of focus.
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